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An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure
~ Benjamin Franklin

Your Lace Knitting Safety Net
1) Read through your pattern completely before
casting on.
Mark your pattern wherever there are major changes.
- Chart changes
- Construction changes
Mark any special instructions
- “At the same time” instructions
- Wrong side row instructions
- Edging instructions

2) Keep track of your rows

Mark your pattern
- Use a highlighter or washi tape
- Use magnets
Use a row counter

3) Use stitch markers

Use them wherever you need to remind yourself of a shift in the
pattern
- Edgings
- Between pattern repeats
- To mark center or other special stitches
- Between charts or sections of the pattern
TIP: Use removable stitch markers when using a lifeline

4) Count - ALL the time
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TIP: On wrong side rows without much patterning, don’t just
count, but also read back the previous row’s stitches as you
come to them.

5) Read your knitting as you go

Make sure your stitches are lining up with the stitches below
correctly.
If you ﬁnd your count is off, check each section to ﬁnd the
mistake. DON’T just fudge it.
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6) Use lifelines regularly

- Make sure your row is correct BEFORE placing a lifeline
- Place lifelines about every 10 rows, or every pattern repeat

TIP: You can use the tightening hole in interchangeable needles
as a “needle eye” and knit and insert a lifeline at the same
time!

2) Don’t knit in compromising situations
- When you are tired
- When you’ve had too much to drink
- When it’s dark
- When you can’t count to save your life.
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Inserting a Lifeline

Thread a darning needle with
string 10” longer than the
width of your knitting

Slide needle through stitches
between the stitch and
knitting needle

Repeat all the way across
your knitting.
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OR, thread string through the
tightening hole of your
interchangeable needle tip.

Knit across as normal

Be careful NOT to thread your
lifeline through your stitch
markers. They will be come
stuck.
Use removable markers
instead.

A properly installed lifeline.
Leave attached until your
knitting is complete.

Remove string from needle
tip.

Tie ends together if desired to
prevent the lifeline from
accidentally sliding out.
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Know your stitches!
Knit

Purl

Yarn Over

K2tog

SSK or SKP

CDD
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SK2P

K3tog

Ktbl

Ptbl

SSSK or SSKP

NUPP
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Your ability to read your
knitting is the NUMBER
ONE indicator of whether or
not you will be successful
as a lace knitter.
Take time to really look at
your stitches.
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